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KEYS TO PROFITABLE ANGORA GOAT PRODUCTION
James A. Gray and Jack L. Groff*

TYPE OF PRODUCTION
1. Doe and kid operation should consist of a

flock of healthy animals of productive age, 3 to 6
years of age. Raise replacements to make improve
ment in flock. Keep Spanish or meat-type animals
separate. Sell all crossbred kids so they do not
become mixed in the Angora flock.

2. Replace wether goats for mohair production
when the mohair becomes coarse and loses its
character. Stock goats at a rate that will insure
maximum mohair production with a minimum
of supplemental feed.

RANGE MANAGEMENT
1. Use stocking rates consistent with the area

of production.

2. Practice mixed grazing of livestock consistent
with the area of production.

3. Practice rotation grazing for pasture im
provement and internal parasite control.

4. Follow range improvement practices recom
mended for the area and consistent with ranch
economics.

5. Make use of supplemental grazing when
available.

BREEDING PRACTICES

1. Flush does by supplying ~ to ~ pound of
supplemental feed daily or move to a fresh, rested
pasture about 2 weeks before turning bucks out.
Protein blocks may be used in flushing when range
conditions are not too severe.

2. When ranges are extremely dry, it may pay
to give does vitamins A, D, and E 2 weeks before
breeding.

8. Follow a good selective breeding program.
Mate best does to best bucks, second best does to
second best bucks, etc. Save replacement does from
top two groups. Adaptability to the area of pro
duction is probably the most important single point.

.Extension animal husbandman and Extension sheep and
goat specialist. Texas A8cM University.

4. Good bucks are essential to a good selective
breeding program. Purchase bucks from one
breeder whose goats possess the desired character
istics to produce a uniform flock.

5. Select animals for quantity and quality of
mohair but do not sacrifice size and vigor. Fleeces
also should be uniform in quality and length over
the body of the goat.

6. Use three to four bucks per 100 does, de
pending upon the size, bruslllness and roughness
of the pastures. Avoid using one buck per pasture
in commercial goat production.

7. Condition bucks by supplemental feeding
about 2 weeks before turning them out.

8. Breed does in September and October for
February and March kids.

9. It is not good management to run does and
kids in the same pasture with wether goats. Wether
goats travel too much.

SUPPLEMENTAL FEEDING

1. Angora goats respond to supplemental feed
ing more than other livestock. They reflect this
through heavier fleece weights. Feed goats during
dry periods and especially during the winter months.

2. Feed ~ to Y2 pound of cottonseed cake,
Y2 to 1 pound of yellow com or Y2 to * pound of
goat cubes Per head daily depending upon the
condition of the pastures and the does. Pregnant
does require larger amounts of feed than dry
animals. Abortion often can be prevented by
supplemental feeding.

3. Self-feeding, using salt as an inhibitor, may
be used in large, rough or brushy pastures. Keep
salt as low as possible and place the feeders * to
1 mile from water. Move feeders for better pasture
utilization. A popular mixture is 3 parts of ground
milo, I part cottonseed meal and 1 part salt. Salt
controlled feeding is not recommended unless all
other methods are impractical.

4. Feed kids during winter months to insure
good growth and development. This will improve
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the kid crop on 2-year-old does. Cull undeveloped
kids that do not learn to eat.

'5:' Protein blocks may be fed during kidding
season. This method of feeding prevents kids from
becoming lost from their mothers.

KIDDING

1. Use rested pastures for kidding and do not
disturb does during the kidding season. .

2. Kid in a small pasture, confine kids and
let does out to graze until kids are large enough
to follow mothers.

MARKING

1. Vaccinate kids for soremouth and earmark
for identification when most <?f. the kids are large
enough to travel. Plastic ear i:a~s are a practical
way of identification. '

. '2. Castrate kids the following December or
January when the kids are about 9 to 10 months
old. This produces a heavier horn on wether goats
that buyers prefer.

SHEARING

1. ' Spring shearing time is January through
March depending on the area of ..production.

2. Goats are sensitive to weather changes for a
month to 6 weeks following shearing.

a. Goats may be shedded during this period.

b. Goats may be caped. Caping is the
practice of leaving a strip of unsheared
mohair about 8 inches wide down the neck
and back of the goat. This should be sheared
after a months or 6 weeks. If capes are not
sheared, they should be taken out and
packed separately at shearing.

c. Goats may be sheared wjth special goat
combs. These combs leave about ~ inch
of stubble. on the goat and give him about
2 weeks start over goats sheared with regular
combs. Producers usually supply the special
combs and pay a small premium for shearers
using them.

3. Producers' responsibilities include:

a. Provide a clean place to shear.

b. Instruct the shearing crew so they know
what is expected.

c. Separate kids and third shearing goats
from older goats so they can be sheared
separately.

d. See that goats are dry and not too full
for shearing.

e. Producers should supervise shearing pen
or provide a supervisor.

£. Register complaints with shearing crew
captain.

g. Caution shearing crew about cutting off
teats of does.

h. When vegetable matter is a severe prob
l~tn, a change in shearing dates may be
advisable.

i. Do not pack mohair in plastic bags.

4. Shearers' responsibility include:

a. Keep fleeces clean and remove each fleece
in one piece.

b. Avoid double cutting.

c. Avoid injury to animal.

5. ~,all shear~~g: ..

,a. Fall shearing ,runs from July through
!! September.

'b. Most producers shear with regular combs
in the fall but some prefer the special' combs.

SPRAYING

'1. Spray goats out of the shearing pen and
again in 12 to 18 days for best control of external
par~s~tes.

2. Follow recommendations in MP-691, Texas
Guide for Controlling External Parasites of Live
stock' and Poultry.

3. Change sprays occasionally to get best
control.

'4. Spray so goats will dry before dark.

5. Follow these precautions:

a. Use only recommended sprays or dips
in strengths advocated by the Food and Drug
Administration.

b. Follow guidelines for spraying or dipping
animals to go to slaughter.

c. Do not spray under ~ shed or bam.

d. Spray with ,the wind-not against it.

e. Do not mix solutions with your hands.

£. Spray or dip animals at a time of day
when you will be able to bathe and change
clothes.

g. Do not mix chemicals.

DRENCHING

1. Drench out of the shearing pen using one
of the recognized drenches. If goats are in excep
tionally good condition, drenching may not be
necessary.



2. Watch animals closely for signs of internal
parasitism and drench as necessary.

3. Change drenches occasionally so that para
sites do not build up resistance to any specific
drench.

4. Move animals to a fresh pasture following
drenching.

5. Phenothiazine salt is not recommended for
goats because it stains the mohair.

6. Use care in drenching animals so that the
linings of the mouth and throat are not injured.

WEANING KIDS

1. Leave kids in the pasture and move does.
Kids are familiar with the pasture and know where
to water and rest.

2. Wean in the drylot. This practice gentles
kids, teaches them to eat and builds up their
strength.

3. Do not wean in an overgrazed, internal
parasite-infested pasture.

4. When weaning in a different pasture move
kids to a rested pasture and leave a few gentle does
with them to lead them to water.

MARKETING

1. Some producers sell kids out of the hair
after first shearing.

2. Most producers prefer to market as yearlings
after the second shearing.

3. Sell through a reputable commission man
or through an auction that specializes in handling
goats.

4. Market mohair through one of the Texas
wool and mohair warehouses. Select one that pro
vides services to meet your requirements.

5. If the bulk of your clip is finer than 24's,
it may pay to have your clip graded.

6. Follow the recommendations of your ware
houseman in preparing and marketing your mohair.

7. Do not artificially oil goats.

DEFECT CONTROL

1. Rearrange shearing dates so that a minimum
of vegetable matter is in the fleece.

2. Use supplemental pastures to avoid vege
table contamination.

3. Provide for control of bur-producing plants
in your pasture improvement program.

RECORDS

1. Keep accurate records of percentage of kid
crop, fleece weight by age group and staple length
to assist with the breeding program.

2. Keep records of costs and returns to aid with
income tax returns and planning business program
of the ranch.

REFERENCES FOR ADDITIONAL READING

MP-396, Common Internal Parasites of Sheep and
Goats. Texas Agricultural Extension Service.

MP-69l, Texas Guide for Controlling External
Parasites of Livestock and Poultry. Texas Agricul
tural Extension Service.

MP-834, External Parasites of Sheep and Goats in
Texas. Texas Agricultural Extension Service.

B-926, Texas Angora Goat Production. Texas
Agricultural Extension Service.

MP-385, Selecting Angora Goats for Increased
Mohair and Kid Production. Texas Agricultural
Extension Service.

B-844, Marketing Texas Goats. Texas Agricultural
Experiment Station.

MP-259, Proper Grazing = More Profit. Texas
Agricultural Extension Service.

MP-878, How Good Is Your Range? Texas Agri
cultural Extension Service.

MP-896, Grazing Systems for Profitable Ranching.
Texas Agricultural Extension Service.

ECONOMIC DATA

COSTS FOR RUNNING A DOE FOR A YEAR

General Your
estimate ranch

Feed (1f.. lb. per day x 90 days x M lb.) $ .90
Interest on doe ($8.00 @ 8 % ) .64
Death loss (10% of value) .80
Shearing (twice @ 30¢) .60
Veterinary and medicine .50
Salt and minerals .15
Depreciation and miscellaneous 1.00
Buck cost .50
Supplies .40
Taxes .10

TOTAL $ 5.59
Returns

Kid (75 % kid crop x $6.00 per kid) $ 4.50
Mohair (2 shea rings 10 lb. @ 50¢) 5.00
Incentive (when applicable)

(@ 50 % estimated) 3.62
Kid mohair (1 clip 25 lb. @ 1.20 x 75 %) 2.25

TOTAL $15.37
Return to land, labor and management $ 9.78
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